
Rochelle Holding 
Summary of Project 
 
Below are some highlights of the project.  Also, a general map of our location is attached.  I hope 
everyone has a nice weekend.    
  
HIGHLIGHTS 
•         Project parcels comprise the northwest interchange for the Orlando Beltway at Kelly Park Road. 

•         The Project’s ideal positioning at the Beltway interchange, statutorily-created development rights and 
approval of 1,550 residential units and 9,300,000 square feet of TDR’s create a virtual monopoly for the 
Project on high-intensity development at one of the only Wekiva Parkway interchanges in Northwest Orange 
County 

•         The City’s Interchange Land Use Plan, availability of sewer and water, the allocation of 17,900 vehicle trips, 
fully-vested DRI development rights and statutory restrictions on competitive development provide unique 
benefits to the Project. 

•         Since the opening of the Beltway in March 2018, traffic counts have already exceeded the projections. 

  
The Kelly Park Crossing DRI was approved for intense land uses for development strategically located at high 
impact transportation sites.  These uses include: a regional mall, destination retail, a hospital and medical facilities, 
merchandise mart and convention center, a college campus, an office park, hotels, restaurants and high density 
residential. The intensity of development permitted within the DRI includes commercial uses having a floor area 
ratio in the range of 0.5 to 1.0. 
Local leaders, planning authorities and residents in the community have provided outstanding support for the 
Project and the urban transformation taking shape at the Kelly Park Interchange. With assistance and input from 
Rochelle Holdings, the Kelly Park Interchange Land Use Plan was approved by the city and state in 2010. The Kelly 
Park Crossing Development of Regional Impact was approved August 17, 2011. The Apopka Development Order 
was approved recorded January 19, 2012. Highly favorable offsite improvement requirements have been 
negotiated and obtained by the Project, including  17,900 vehicle trips which permits vast portions of the Project 
to be undertaken without any significant off-site improvement costs. 
  
The Kelly Park Road interchange provides the only access to the Orlando Beltway for a 14-mile stretch through 
Northwest Orange County. Florida law specific to the Orlando Beltway funnels high intensity commercial and high 
density residential development directly to within a one-mile radius of the Kelly Park Road interchange and limits 
such development elsewhere. 
  
Selection of our site as the only Orlando Beltway interchange for a 14-mile stretch of the Beltway, the ongoing 
construction of the Wekiva Parkway, approvals for more than 9,300,000 square feet of mixed use and 1,550 
residential units, the availability of sewer and water to the site and 17,900 approved vehicular trips with virtually 
no unsatisfied off-site improvement requirements, all provide dramatic benefits to Kelly Park Crossing. Rochelle 
Holdings continues to work closely with the City of Apopka and Orange County in obtaining further infrastructure 
enhancements for the Project. 
  
The Project: The Kelly Park Crossing mixed-use development is located at the Kelly Park Road Interchange for the 
Wekiva Parkway in Northwest Orange County. The Parkway is the final segment which completes the Orlando 
Beltway loop around the City and runs directly through the Project. Construction on the Project's interchange 
recently, and its grand opening was March 31  st 2018. 
 
WEKIVA PARKWAY LEGISLATION Florida law specific to the Orlando Beltway  (Section 369.321, Florida Statutes) 
drives the entitlement process for this project and supports  the Kelly Park Crossing DRI. As owners of Kelly Park 
Road interchange land, the Project is the primary beneficiary of a virtual statutory monopoly on high-intensity 



development in the area. 
The Wekiva Parkway is the final section of the Orlando Beltway, and it closes the Beltway loop around the City. The 
Governor and the Legislature enacted the Wekiva Legislation to lay the groundwork for the growth and 
development that naturally occurs with a transportation project of such magnitude. By law, the number of 
interchanges for the Wekiva Parkway has been limited to just one in this area of northwest Orange County. This 
interchange connects with and runs adjacent to  the Kelly Park Crossing DRI. 
  
The Kelly Park Road interchange provides the only access to the Orlando Beltway for 14 miles through northwest 
Orange County. The project land surrounds the Beltway interchange. The Wekiva Legislation funnels high intensity 
commercial and high density residential development to the interchange site and limits such development 
elsewhere.  The Kelly Park Crossing DRI is uniquely positioned to benefit from this ground-breaking legislation. 
  
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS & PERMITS 
Phase I studies have been performed and clean environmental reports have been provided for the Project. Based 
on the results of the Phase I studies, no unresolved recognized environmental conditions were identified. 
  
The project holdings are unique for Florida, as wetlands are minimal. Much of the land sits on a ridge and consists 
of totally developable uplands. Net developable acreage is nearly 100 percent of gross acreage, which is 
uncommon in Central Florida. 
 
APPRAISAL EXCERPTS – INTEGRA REALTY RESOURCES: Development Activity and Trends “Recently, partly due to 
the construction of the Western Beltway (S.R. 429) providing faster access into this area of Orange County, 
residential development is intensifying as growth pressures have increased from the Orlando MSA. With the 
increase in households, newer commercial development is expected and has started to develop along the major 
highway corridors. The planned Wekiva Parkway traversing the market area and recent finalization of the 
interchange at Plymouth Sorrento Road and W. Kelly Park Road is expected to have a major impact to the 
immediate area.” 
  
Lastly, below is a link to our Drone video via YouTube.  Please note the video was designed to have my narration 
done in person, but for overview purposes it should be helpful.    
•         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mx5cDid1vmE 

  
 
 


